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While holidaying in France don't just stick to the usual tourist spots but find a way to get the local
flavor in your trip. One suggestion is to visit local markets to see how the locals really live. A local
market is usually the hub of the area and has many interesting things and produce that is common
to the region. Flea markets and vide-greniers are popular with locals and it is here that one can find
something unusual to take back home. Flea markets are filled with locals selling things that they
source from surrounding areas and from attics of people who need to get rid of accumulated things.
Very often it is possible to find real treasures here and good bargains as well. A date brocante has
something for everyone and the most popular purchases are usually old books that are first edition
copies, old photographs, LP's, gramophone records etc.

Wandering through a flea market is a simple pleasure and must be done leisurely. A local guide can
tell you a lot about the flea markets in the area and the best ones to visit. With the internet, all kinds
of information is easily available to anyone. There are sites that feature flea markets especially
those in France and these online sites have details of flea markets by region. One just needs to
browse online, choose a site that features French date brocante and then make a plan to visit the
nearest one. These sites are so proactive and tuned in to the latest vide-greniers that browsers
registered on these sites can get reminders about the date and the place. With maps of France one
can also click on any region and find the latest updates not only on flea markets but also about yard
sales, festival sales lie Christmas and Easter sales etc.

These sites also feature advertisements from local agencies on these kinds of sale in the region.
Browsers and regulars on these sites are encouraged to update information on interesting date
brocante in the region and about new vide-greniers too. The more customers on the database the
better are the chances of regular updates on decent yard sales and flea markets in the area. Flea
markets also create a fun feeling, there is always the anticipation on finding something rare or a
bargain and there is usually someone playing music at these sales. Stalls selling food usually local
favorites are also very popular and as these are homemade and fresh are sold out quickly too. Ask
around for proper information in flea markets in France to visit while you are there. Brocz is also a
popular site for information on the various flea markets and vide-greniers in France.
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